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24 July 2015 

Mr Graham Jahan 
Director of Planning, Development and Transport 
City of Sydney 
483 George St 

Sydney NSW 2000 

 

To Mr Graham Jahan,  

RE: Application for Development D/2015/772, Alexandria Hotel, 35 Henderson Road, Eveleigh 

I am writing to object to D/2015/772 and in support of City of Sydney’s inclusion of the 

Alexandria Hotel as a heritage building in the Sydney LEP 2012. 

The current zoning is mixed development with no specific status as a zoned site for 

residential dwellings by either City of Sydney, or Planning and Environment NSW.  The proponents 

appear to be taking opportunistic advantage of its current zoning status to make it predominantly 

residential and have not made any specific commitment to include affordable housing.  

I have been approached by many members of the local community who are vigorously 

opposed to the current Application for Development because the hotel is a key feature of their local 

community and contributes to the unique character and heritage of their area.  

If the Application is approved, not only will the residents of Alexandria and Eveleigh lose an 

historic landmark of heritage value, they will lose a local hub of social and community activity.  

It is of great concern to me that the imminent privatisation of Australian Technology Park 

(ATP) will see a private owner lodging their proposal for intensive commercial redevelopment of the 

site that may include loss of public amenity and heritage in the whole precinct. There is no mention 

of the privatisation of ATP in the submission even though this would be known to the Applicant. 

It is not an unreasonable conclusion to reach that the new owners of the hotel have moved 

to secure approval knowing that the sale of ATP by the NSW Government will be controversial and 

this will flow through to their own proposal. 

The Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) that has been lodged with the Application argues 

against its heritage value incorrectly on a number of points as can be seen by reading the large 

number of community members’ objections that have already been lodged. 

One key issue is the argument in the submitted HIS is that there are six other similar hotels 

elsewhere in metropolitan Sydney therefore there is no need for the Alexandria Hotel to have 
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heritage status. There is no merit in this argument at all as heritage value can be principally assessed 

on local criteria.  

Of the six hotels cited in the HIS, three- Union (Newtown), Sutherlands (Broadway) and 

Edinburgh Castle (Sydney)- are in the Sydney LGA and the Application omits mention of the fact that 

they are heritage listed in the Sydney LEP 2012 Gazette Date 14 Dec 12 (Listing Numbers: 1019, 1164 

and 11940). Their listing reinforces a position that the Alexandria Hotel, if properly evaluated, would 

meet listing criteria. 

The Alexandria Hotel should be considered a heritage building by City of Sydney consistent 

with the three other hotels already listed in the Sydney LEP 2012. An interim order could be made 

while the appropriate processes are undertaken to secure its listing in response to the current 

Application. 

The HIS also assumes that the current heritage status of the ATP precinct under the 
Alexandria Park Conservation Area (C1) plan and the heritage listing of the Eveleigh Railway 
Workshops site on statutory registers will remain in place in its current form after privatisation.  

The HIS argues that “the setting of the building has changed considerably over time and the 
hotel is now isolated on the redevelopment site whereas it was once an integral part of a local 
residential/ commercial precinct.”  Residents are arguing otherwise. 

 
Until City of Sydney is clear on what is finally proposed for ATP and an assessment is made of 

development that may be proposed in relation to this, dealing with this Application in isolation is 

another reason to reject it. 

Community members have been expressing considerable opposition to the Application 

through local resident groups such as the Alexandria Residents’ Action Group and to my office 

directly. I have enclosed some examples of comments that have been sent to my office by local 

residents who feel strongly about the Alexandria Hotel. I ask that you consider them when assessing 

the Application for Development, along with the many other objections lodged directly with the City 

of Sydney by community members which add to the views attached. 

 

 

Yours Sincerely,  

 

Jenny Leong 

Member for Newtown 
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Community Submissions 
 

Andy G  
It would be a crime to knock this down. There are plenty of other areas where development can 
happen. 
 

Graeme B  
Leave It There, progress is not destruction. 

Donna M  
I do not live in the area, but would like to see the Alexandria Hotel kept for its historical value. 

Diego S 
How about using that money to renovate and update current facilities instead of slapping together 
another cheap fibro apartment blocks? Renew the area, make it colourful! And help keep some 
character in an already stagnating city. 
 

Kelly B  
Please don’t pull down this piece of local history. 

Kate P  
There are really too many apartment blocks going up in this area (indeed in Sydney in general), can 

we please try and save at least a little piece of our history and culture? 

 

David M  
Please reconsiders the proposed demolition of the Alexandria Hotel building.  
 
I work nearby in the Channel 7 building at ATP and often have lunch there with work colleagues. My 
wife and young kids will also grab lunch there when they come in to visit me during their school 
holidays.  
 
I think losing this building will be a shame; there aren’t many other venues nearby that can fulfil this 
role. 
 

Thomas B  
Questions you need to ask: more inner city living vs urban sprawl. Loss of significant cultural heritage 

vs development. Purchasing blocks of land & re-developing the culture vs purchasing blocks of land 

& improving the apparent lack of culture. Bureaucrats need to stop the money & start improving our 

neighbourhoods.! 

 

Richard M  
I expect council will respect and protect our heritage and save this landmark from developer greed. 

https://greensfornewtown.nationbuilder.com/admin/signups/119856
https://greensfornewtown.nationbuilder.com/admin/signups/119465
https://greensfornewtown.nationbuilder.com/admin/signups/119464
https://greensfornewtown.nationbuilder.com/admin/signups/119463
https://greensfornewtown.nationbuilder.com/admin/signups/119462
https://greensfornewtown.nationbuilder.com/admin/signups/111951
https://greensfornewtown.nationbuilder.com/admin/signups/119459
https://greensfornewtown.nationbuilder.com/admin/signups/119457
https://greensfornewtown.nationbuilder.com/admin/signups/59465
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Micaela H  
This is the last remaining building of Alexandria’s pre WWII industrial heritage. Simply demolishing it 

with little regard or consideration for how it may be preserved as part of the city’s fabric is at best 

lazy, at worst vandalism. Whilst it may not remain a viable commercial option, the architecture itself 

is historically significant. It is possible to preserve this significance whilst reinventing the building’s 

purpose. There are countless examples of this around the globe and thousands of talented 

specialists and thinkers whom could show you how this could be done. Try harder. 

John N  
Respect for heritage is an important building stone for a brighter future 

Ess B  
One of the largest pubs in the area, catering to so many people – please don’t knock it down. It’s 

happening with the ATP too and I really dislike how we are being sold to the highest bidder. I love 

driving past this everyday it’s a reminder of old Sydney and has so much character! 

James M  
Demolishing historic architecture for profitable apartment blocks is not okay. 

 

 

 

 

https://greensfornewtown.nationbuilder.com/admin/signups/88398
https://greensfornewtown.nationbuilder.com/admin/signups/119455
https://greensfornewtown.nationbuilder.com/admin/signups/119454
https://greensfornewtown.nationbuilder.com/admin/signups/1830

